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Academic journals record the development of German Studies in the United States over the
20th century. Reading through and documenting trends in tens of thousands of journal articles
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Studies Review. One approach, a probabilistic topic model, captures major trends, including the
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In the past decade, research libraries have digitized their holdings, making a vast collection of scanned

books, newspapers, and other texts conveniently accessible. While these collections present obvious oppor-

tunities for historical research, the task of exploring the contents of thousands of texts presents a challenge.

is chapter provides a practical introduction to a family of methods, oen called topic models, that can be

used to explore very large collections of texts. Researchers using these methods may be found not only in

computer science, statistics, and computational linguistics, but also increasingly in the human and social sci-

ences, in fields such as women’s history, political science, history of science, and classical studies (Grimmer

2010; Block and Newman 2011; Hall 2008; Mimno 2012). is introduction uses a topic model to explore a

particular corpus, a collection of 22,198 journal articles and book reviews from four US-based German Studies

journals—eGerman Quarterly,New German Critique, German Studies Review, andMonatshee. As this is the

first time this corpus has been explored using quantitative methods, this essay also presents a new perspective

on the disciplinary history of German Studies.

is chapter has three parts. First, I review existing methods that researchers, oen historians, have used

to explore very large collections of texts. en I introduce a topic model—a probabilistic model of words ap-

pearing in a collection of texts—as an alternative way of reading a corpus. I aim to show that a topic model

of the German Studies journals reveals disciplinary trends that would be immensely time-consuming to doc-

ument otherwise. Finally, I discuss prospects for using topic models in nineteenth-century research generally

and in intellectual history specifically.

 :    

e early 2000s witnessed the emergence of several library digitization efforts (Open Content Alliance and

Google Books, to name two examples). During this period, observers asked what historians might plausibly

do with such vast digital collections. Gregory Crane, a classicist and editor-in-chief of the successful Perseus

Digital Library, put the question succinctly in 2006, asking, “What you do with a million books?” (Crane

2006). As a practical matter, however, Crane might as well have asked what to do with a thousand books, since

carefully reading a thousand volumes already involves more time than many researchers are willing to devote

to a single project.

For the sake of brevity, I will refer to any collection of texts as a “very large collection” if it contains more

texts than a single researcher would be expected to digest in a year’s worth of dedicated reading. 22,198 journal





articles would count as a very large collection, as would the proceedings of the British Parliament in the nine-

teenth century or all articles published in an established regional newspaper (Mimno and Blei 2011; Nelson

2011). What options are available to researchers interested in such collections? If they look to past efforts, they

have two strategies available: direct reading and collaborative reading.

Direct reading is familiar. Regardless of the size of the corpus, researchers may invest the required time

to read and digest its contents. ere are many examples of scholars reading through enormous collections

of texts in the course of their research. e American historian Laurel atcher Ulrich spent years reading

and re-reading the nearly 10,000 diary entries of Martha Ballard, a midwife in Maine around 1800 (Ulrich

1990). Examples from German cultural and intellectual history include Fritz Ringer’s e Decline of the Ger-

man Mandarins, which involved his reading a significant fraction of all books written between 1890 and 1933

by German full professors in the human sciences, and Kirsten Belgum’s Popularizing the Nation, which took

among its objects ca. 2,500 issues of the weekly magazine Die Gartenlaube printed between 1853 and 1900

(Ringer 1969; Belgum 1998). Familiarity with a very large collection may also be gained over the course of

years of research and teaching. ere are many scholars of the nineteenth-century European novel—such as

Katie Trumpener or John Sutherland—who, I suspect, have read a significant fraction of all European novels

published in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

A second option, collaborative reading, involves dividing up the task of reading among a number of par-

ticipants. is approach brings with it the challenge of coordinating among readers. ere are many examples

of this approach (Simon and Rabkin 2008; Isaac 2009; Moretti 2005; Unsworth 2006). One effort that man-

aged the problem of coordination particularly well is the Genre Evolution Project, led by Carl Simon and Eric

Rabkin at the University of Michigan (Rabkin 2004; Simon and Rabkin 2008). Simon and Rabkin gathered a

team of faculty, graduate students, and undergraduates together to read the ca. 2,000 short stories published

in major US science fiction magazines between 1929 and 1999. e team was interested in studying how the

science fiction genre changed over time and in testing existing claims about the genre against the evidence

provided by the short stories corpus. No participant read all the stories, but participants did overlap in their

reading assignments. To coordinate their efforts the team focused on gathering information about a range of

discrete “features,” including the genders and ages of authors as well as characteristics of the narratives, such

as whether a story was set in the past or whether uses of technology led to a “bad outcome.” As each story was

read by at least two participants, any reader’s judgment could be checked against the readings of others. In this

fashion, cases of disagreement could be identified and discussed. In the social sciences, this kind of checking

http://www.umich.edu/~genreevo/




is known as assessing inter-rater reliability.

Another example of collaborative reading is Larry Isaac’s study of the “labor problem novel” in nineteenth-

and early twentieth-century American fiction (Isaac 2009). Isaac considers a novel a labor problem novel if it

contains one of four specific representations of labor union activity (typically, a labor strike). e time frame

for his study covers nearly fiy years, 1870-1918. Since thousands of novels were published in the United States

during this period, reading through all of them for mention of a strike would have been an epic undertaking.

Instead, Isaac made use of existing studies and bibliographies of novels from the period and divided up the

task of reading candidate labor problem novels between himself and graduate students. His team eventually

arrived at a list of around 500 novels fitting the definition.

Both direct reading and collaborative reading may be combined with random sampling. If researchers are

interested in investigating trends in book publishing in France between 1800 and 1900, and they happen to

have a list of publications from the period, they may take a random sample and work with that corpus. If the

sample is random and sufficiently large, the researchers may be confident that significant trends in the larger

body of books will be identifiable in the smaller sample.

My description of these two approaches, direct reading and collaborative reading, is intended not only as a

contrast with the computational and probabilistic methods that will be introduced shortly. It is also a reminder

that there are many ways of exploring a very large corpus. Researchers should not be intimidated by quantity.

Even a million books could be studied by gathering a large random sample and using collaborative reading.

 :      

Other ways of reading a very large collection of texts exist. A range of alternative approaches might be labeled,

following N. K. Hayles, “machine reading” (Hayles 2012, 55-80). In this section, I will introduce one of these

alternatives, known informally as a topic model.

Readers need anobject, andmachine readers are nodifferent; the corpus studied here consists of 22,198 “articles”

published between 1928 and 2006 from the following four US-based German Studies journals (book reviews

and editorial announcements are included):

1. Monatshee, published since 1899,

2. e German Quarterly, published since 1928,





3. New German Critique, published since 1974,

4. and German Studies Review, which first appeared in 1978.¹

Machine readable text versions of all the articles were gathered using JSTOR’s Data for Research service

(“DFR”) which is open to the public. JSTOR is a US-based online repository for academic journals. ese four

journals are the most prominent journals dedicated to German Studies available on JSTOR.

It is worth discussing the format JSTOR uses to make these articles available. Not only are there important

limitations that must be mentioned, but the format itself provides an entrée to the history and basic concepts

of computational linguistics. As a preliminary step, JSTOR uses optical character recognition (OCR) to turn

page scans into machine-readable text. While this is a remarkably accurate process in the sense that nearly

all printed words are recognizable in the machine-readable version, OCR is not a neutral process. Lost in the

process is information about page layout, typography, paper color, and so forth. is process is best illustrated

with an example. Figure 1 shows a page scan of a book review, chosen at random from the corpus. e review,

written by Karin Herrmann and published in 1997 in e German Quarterly, discusses Susanne Baackman’s

book Erklär mir Liebe. OCR stores this text in a computer file, a text document. In this case, the first line in the

text document corresponding to image in Figure 1 reads “Baackmann, Susanne. Erkldr mir Liebe:”. e error

(“Erkldr” instead of “Erklär”) is typical; JSTOR’s OCR mangles umlauts: “ä” becomes “d,” “ü” becomes “ii,”

and so forth. In most cases, this is not a problem, since the confusion is consistent and there is, for example,

no English word “fiir” for which the converted “für” might be mistaken. ere are also difficulties, some in-

tractable, in resolving end-of-line hyphenation (e.g., the final word “Baack-” of the second line of the review).

In studies of large numbers of documents of reasonable length this proves only a minor inconvenience. Even

though the OCR process cannot resolve a single world from the hyphenated “Baackmann” that spans two lines,

the word occurs many times throughout the text without hyphenation.

Aer OCR, JSTOR discards word order, makes all words lowercase, and removes all numbers (Figure 2).²

¹e original size of the corpus provided by JSTOR was 26,104 documents. From this initial corpus, I removed articles flagged
by JSTOR as “misc,” typically front matter and advertisements, as well as documents having fewer than 200 words. is yielded the
corpus of 22,198 . To facilitate computation, rare words (those occurring in fewer than ten documents) were removed along with
extremely frequent words in German and English (so-called stop words) and words with only one or two characters. e number of
words remaining was 15,680,621 , of these 74,158were unique words. Monatshee changed its name three times between 1899 and
1946. While referred to simply as Monatshee in the United States, its full title since 1946 has been Monatshee für deutschsprachige
Literatur und Kultur.

²is final step—removing all numbers—creates a special problem with this corpus. Since the Eszett, ß, is mangled by JSTOR
OCR into “l3,” all words containing ß are removed. Given the nature of this present inquiry—the concern for clear trends visible across
many articles—this does not present a serious problem: any easily detectable trend in the corpus will be the product of many words
systematically co-occurring.

http://dfr.jstor.org




Figure 1: Scan of the first page of a review of Susanne Baackman’s Erklär mir Liebe by Karin Herrmann, pub-
lished in e German Quarterly (Summer 1997).

Discarding word order means there is no way anyone can reconstruct the original review. Since all articles

published aer 1924 are “protected” by US copyright law, it is this feature that shields JSTOR from liability and

facilitates public access to the DFR service. Having access to the full text of these articles and reviews would

be preferable. It would, for example, enable researchers to correct idiosyncrasies like the mangling of umlauts.

at this is not possible—that US and international law blocks the non-commercial use of the full text of

journal articles from the 1950s and 1990s in historical research—is a consequence of the current international

copyright regime (Boyle 2008; Lessig 2005).

<article id=”10.2307/408237” >
<wordcount weight=”6” > baackmann </wordcount >
<wordcount weight=”1” > mir </wordcount >
<wordcount weight=”3” > liebe </wordcount >
<wordcount weight=”15” > der </wordcount >
<wordcount weight=”2” > susanne </wordcount >
<wordcount weight=”1” > weibliche </wordcount >
<wordcount weight=”1” > schreibweisen </wordcount >
<wordcount weight=”1” > ist </wordcount >
<wordcount weight=”13” > die </wordcount >
<wordcount weight=”5” > sie </wordcount >
.
.
.

</article >

Figure 2: JSTOR XML for review of Susanne Baackman’s Erklär mir Liebe. Lines have been reordered to enable
comparison with Figure 1.

It is not only copyright law that prompts JSTOR to provide articles in this format. e format is also one

extremely familiar to computational linguists. It is called the bag-of-words representation or the vector space





model.

Bag-of-words and Vector Space Representations

emoniker “bag-of-words” captures what is le aer discarding word order: an unordered list—or “bag”—of

words.³ A convenient way of organizing these lists is in a table of word frequencies. If I collected the bag-of-

words for each book review in the 1997 issue ofeGermanQuarterly, a small part of that tablewould beTable 1

(with the first line corresponding to the review of Erklär mir Liebe). is kind of table is easy to construct given

the format used by JSTOR (Figure 2).

baackmann mir liebe der the · · ·
review1 6 1 3 15 0 · · ·
review2 0 0 1 28 1 · · ·
review3 0 0 0 6 91 · · ·
review4 0 1 0 4 85 · · ·
review5 0 1 0 43 2 · · ·

...
...

...
...

...
...

. . .

Table 1: Word frequencies for book reviews in e German Quarterly (Summer 1997).

ose encountering this representation for the first time may be puzzled as to why this representation is

used. To understand its origins, it is helpful to consider a smaller set of documents. Imagine for a moment that

our corpus consists of the 36 chapters ofeodore Fontane’s novel EffiBriest (1894). Each chapter is considered

as a separate text document. If our vocabulary were limited to two solitary words: “effi” and ”innstetten”—the

names of the two main characters—the resulting table of word counts would be Table 2. is table provides

a compact, if impoverished, representation of each chapter. Each row of counts (each chapter) may also be

considered alone, as pair of numbers—e.g. (21, 7). ese pairs have an interpretation as vectors—specifically,

vectors in two-dimensional space (Figure 3). is is where the name vector space model originates. And just

as each chapter of Effi Briest has a representation as a vector in a vector space, so too does each journal article

in the corpus.

e advantages of using the vector space model are best understood in the following context: mathemati-

cians have spent nearly 200 years developing machinery for manipulating, comparing, and creating vectors

(Crowe 1967). If we can represent our chapters or articles as vectors, we can make use of these tools. For

³Formally, we might consider a bag in the context of the following three concepts: set, bag, and sequence. A set is an unordered
list of elements that ignores order and duplicates, S = {4, 4, 5} = {4, 5}. A bag is an unordered list that takes into account repeated
elements, B = {4, 4, 4, 5} = {5, 4, 4, 4}. A sequence considers both order and repeated elements, Q = {4, 4, 5} 6= {5, 4, 4}.





effi innstetten
Chapter 1 21 7
Chapter 2 14 3
Chapter 3 32 9
Chapter 4 8 6

...
...

...
Chapter 27 1 28
Chapter 28 2 17
Chapter 29 1 13

...
...

...
Chapter 34 14 2
Chapter 35 9 12
Chapter 36 20 4

Table 2: Word frequencies for chapters of Effi Briest

..

Innstetten

. Effi.

(21, 7) Chapter 1

.

(8, 6) Chapter 4

.

(1, 28) Chapter 27

.

(2, 17) Chapter 28

Figure 3: Chapters ofEffiBriest represented as vectors
in a two-dimensional plane.

..

Innstetten

. Effi.

(21, 7) Chapter 1

.

(20, 4) Chapter 36 (last)

.

θ

Figure 4: Cosine distance between Chapters 1 and 36.

example, we can compare the chapter vectors from Effi Briest. In our Effi-Innstetten space it is easy to see that

the vectors reflect how much Effi and Innstetten feature in each chapter. Chapters in which Effi interacts with

Innstetten point in a different direction from that of chapters in which they do not interact. In this manner we

can compare two chapters without much interaction, the first chapter, before Effi marries Innstetten, and the

final chapter (Figure 4). is notion of “pointing” in the same direction can be made precise by referring to

the angle between vectors. is angle is easy to calculate and, when it is used to compare two vectors, it goes

by the name “cosine distance” (Manning and Schüzte 1999).

Returning to the vector of the review ofErklärmir Liebe ineGermanQuarterly, we can use cosine distance

to ask what other articles in the corpus are most similar to the review—where similar here means “having the





Similar articles

• Annegret Pelz, “Karten als Lesefiguren literarischer Räume,”German Studies Review 18 (February 1995):
115-29.

• Sigrid Kellenter, “Geertje Suhrs Märchengedichte: Grimms Heldin mündig?” German Studies Review 18
(October 1995): 393-418.

• Hans-Jürgen Bachorski, “Per antiffrasin: Das System der Negotionen in Heinrich Wittenwilers Ring,”
Monatshee 80 (Winter 1988): 469-87.

• Roland Berbig, “Ein Fest in den Hütten der gastlichen Freundscha: Überlegungen zum Verhältnis von
Freundscha und Heimat bei Hölderlin,” Monatshee 88 (Summer 1996): 157-75.

• Barbara Becker-Cantarino, “Lessing, ‘DerMisogyne’. Sexualität undMaskerade in Lessings frühen Lust-
spielen,” Monatshee 92 (Summer 2000): 123-38.

Dissimilar articles

• WilliamG.Meyer, “NutleyHigh School’s Plan of Language Teaching,”eGermanQuarterly 18 (Novem-
ber 1945): 172-73.

• Elizabeth Weitman Gelber, review ofHerrn Schmidt sein Dackel “Haidjer” by Bruno Nelissen-Haken,e
German Quarterly 11 (November 1938): 223.

• “Correspondence,” e German Quarterly 9 (May 1936): 130.
• John L. Martin, “e Veteran as a Student of Modern Languages,” e German Quarterly 20 (January

1947): 5-6.
• Walter Wadepuhl, review of Pocket Dictionary of the German and English Languages by K. Wichmann,
e German Quarterly 12 (May 1939): 171.

Table 3: Articles similar and dissimilar toKarinU.Herrmann’s review of Susanne Baackmann’s Erklärmir Liebe.
Similarity measured by cosine distance.

smallest angle between the word count vectors.” Dissimilar articles, those whose vectors form the largest angle

with the book review’s vector of word frequencies, may also be located. Table 3 lists these articles.

Like any abstraction, the vector space model obscures important aspects of texts, word order chief among

them—e.g., “e child ate the fish” and “e fish ate the child” are indistinguishable. It fails spectacularly

when confronted with polysemy: “Mann” in “Ein jungerMann” is counted the same as the “Mann” in “omas

Mann.” Andmanymeasures used to compareword count vectors aremaddeningly opaque. For example, while

it is tempting to characterize cosine distance as a measure of similarity, this similarity has no interpretation

familiar to human readers. And as a practicalmatter, when dealingwith roughly comparable texts, experiments

have shown that cosine distance and related measures are only loosely correlated with human judgments of

similarity (Lee, Pincombe, and Welsh 2005).

Another objection to the vector space model is that readers oen do not care about individual words per

se; rather, they are interested in groups of related words. For example, if we really wanted to capture how much

each chapter of Effi Briest featured Effi, we would want to consider all the words associated with her. She is





called “Effi” by her parents and by Innstetten, but she is called “gnädige Frau” by others. We would also be

interested in the possessive form “Effis” along with the inflected forms of “gnädige Frau.” ese are all distinct

vocabulary items in the vector space model. Similarly, with our corpus of journal articles, if we were interested

in identifying the proportion of articles devoted to a certain topic, like the study of German folktales, we would

be interested in a set of words such as: “tale,” “tales,” “fairy,” “grimm,” “folk,” “wilhelm,” and “brothers.” If we

were interested the rise of feminist criticism, we would be concerned with tracking the occurrence of a cluster

of words, such as “women,” “woman,” “male,” “feminist,” “gender,” “patriarchy,” and “social.” Whether we are

working with the chapters of a novel or with journal articles, it would be convenient to relax the vector space

model somewhat and instead represent texts in terms of these distinctive constellations of words.

Remarkably, human readers need not specify what words belong to these clusters of words. Given a large

corpus of texts, these groups of related words can oen be inferred from their patterns of occurrence alone. In

a limited sense, the data—here, the corpus—can “speak for itself.” Making use of a topic model is one way of

achieving this feat.

Latent Dirichlet Allocation and Topic Models

“Topic model” is an informal label for a member of a family of probabilistic models developed over the last ten

years. ese models trace their roots to a model described in 2003 by David Blei, Andrew Ng, and Michael

Jordan (Blei, Ng, and Jordan 2003). e authors named thismodel LatentDirichlet Allocation or LDA. “Latent”

refers to themodel’s assumption that the aforementioned clusters of words exist and are responsible in a specific

sense for all theword frequencies observed in the corpus. As these groups ofwords are themselves hidden, their

distribution in the corpus needs to be inferred. “Dirichlet” refers to the probability distribution that does this

work. e distribution is named aer the nineteenth-century German mathematician Peter Gustav Lejeune

Dirichlet (1805–59).⁴ e name “topic model” was retrospective. In practice, the model successfully finds

groups of related words in a large corpus of texts, groups of words that readers felt comfortable calling topics

(Blei 2012).⁵ Strictly speaking, these topics are probability distributions over the unique words (vocabulary)

of the corpus; those words to which the distributions assign the highest probability are those I will refer to as

⁴Dirichlet was a contemporary of Carl Friedrich Gauss and Carl Gustav Jacobi. Alexander von Humbolt supported his candidacy
to the Prussian Academy of Sciences. rough Humbolt he met his future wife, Rebecka Mendelssohn, sister of the composer Felix
Mendelssohn and granddaughter of Moses Mendelssohn. Dirichlet played a vital role in the development of modern mathematics, the
modern definition of a function being credited to him (James 2002).

⁵Blei’s commentary is worth repeating: “Indeed calling these models ‘topic models’ is retrospective—the topics that emerge from
the inference algorithm are interpretable for almost any collection that is analyzed. e fact that these look like topics has to do with
the statistical structure of observed language and how it interacts with the specific probabilistic assumptions of LDA” Blei 2012, 79.





associated or linked with the topic. While new topic models have appeared in the intervening years, I will use

LDA to model the journal article corpus.⁶

To understand how LDA works it is easiest to start with the end result.⁷ LDA delivers a representation

of each document in terms of topic shares or proportions. For example, assuming that thirty topics exist in

the corpus, the words in the article by Catherine Dollard, “e alte Jungfer as New Deviant: Representation,

Sex, and the SingleWoman in Imperial Germany” are associated with topics in the following proportions: 47%

topic 25, 17% topic 19, and 9% topic 20 (with 27% distributed with smaller shares over the remaining 27 topics)

(Figure 5). e plurality of the words is associated with topic 25, which in turn is characterized by its assigning

high probability to observing the following words: “women,” “female,” “woman,” “male,” “sexual,” “feminist,”

“social,” “gender,” “family,” and “mother.”

share
Topic 25 .47
Topic 19 .17
Topic 20 .09

Dollard, Catherine. “e alte Jungfer as New Deviant: Representation,
Sex, and the Single Woman in Imperial Germany,” German Studies
Review 29 (Feb 2006): 107-26.

top words
Topic 25 women female woman male sexual feminist social gender family mother life role
Topic 19 german political social history austrian national studies germany century
Topic 20 life time people death love little story world father day le home found mother comes

Figure 5: Catherine Dollard’s German Studies Review article in terms of its prominent topics. Shares and words
based on a topic model (LDA) with thirty topics. Considered separately, each of the remaining topics con-
tributes less than 0.05.

How does LDA arrive at this representation? Should readers trust its description of articles in the corpus?

e first question has a ready answer. LDA and other topicmodels add an interpretive layer on top of the vector

space model. ese models look at word frequencies through the lens of probability, permitting considerable

flexibility in the interpretation of the counts. (I work through the details of a simple topicmodel in an appendix

to this chapter.) Recall that when we are thinking in terms of cosine distance (which is not probabilistic),

observing that two documents share a word (e.g., “weimar”) counts immediately as evidence of similarity.

With probability added, judgment of similarity can be postponed and made in the context of other evidence

(i.e., other shared words). is flexibility is advantageous when dealing with the fact of polysemy in human

language—a single word frequently has a diversity of meanings. For example, consider two articles that both

⁶For subsequent developments, see Blei and Lafferty 2006; Teh et al. 2006; Wallach, Mimno, and McCallum 2009; Williamson
et al. 2010.

⁷Other introductions to LDA include Blei 2012; Blei and Lafferty 2009.





use “weimar”, one concerning Goethe (who lived in the city) and one about the Weimar Republic. Seeing the

word “weimar” in both documents should not necessarily count as evidence that the two documents concern

similar subjects. If the observed word frequencies justify the inference, the addition of probability to themodel

permits the association of the same word “weimar” with two different topics.

Should we trust that the description of documents in terms of topics corresponds at all with what our own

judgments would have been had we read the 22,198 articles? e titles of journal articles provides a quick

check of the model. Recall that the topic model only uses the article text; words in the title are given no special

status. at there is an alignment betweenwhat the topic shares suggest an article concerns andwhat the article

title suggests provides a convenient check as to whether the model aligns with human judgments.⁸

Four German Studies Journals, 1928–2006

To explore the corpus of journal articles using LDA, I fixed the number of topics at 100.⁹ As described above,

LDA infers the distribution of the 100 topics across all the articles in the corpus as well as words characteristic

of each topic. When we examine the inferred topics and plot their prevalence over the twentieth century,

two dominant trends emerge. e first trend is a decline in articles on language pedagogy. Topic 64 captures

this trend neatly. Its characteristic words include “students,” “language,” “course,” and “teaching”; the titles

of its associated articles confirm that the topic is linked with language pedagogy (Figure 6). While some of

the decline in language instruction articles is surely an artifact of the corpus, e German Quarterly split off a

separate journal for language instruction,Die Unterrichspraxis in 1968 which is not included in the corpus, the

decline in the share of these articles is also clear well before 1968.

e second trend is the gradual rise in articles concerned with literature and literary criticism (Figure 7).

is trend is connected with a topic characterized by words such as “literature,” “literary,” “writers, ” and “au-

thors.”

e recent history of US universities offers context for these two trends. Both are characteristic of an

expansionary period, the “Golden Age,” of higher education in the United States. During this period—roughly

between 1945 and 1975—the number of graduate students increased nearly 900 percent. In the 1960s the

⁸e validation of topic models is an area of research in its own right. For a discussion of the issue see Chang et al. 2009.
⁹e specific number of topics has no meaning itself apart from the particular probabilistic model used. In practice, however,

varying the number of topics tends to vary how “finely grained” the resulting topics are. For further discussion, see Wallach, Mimno,
and McCallum 2009. e R soware package was used to model the data in conjunction with the tm and topicmodels packages;
visualizations were made using ggplot2, see R Development Core Team 2011; Feinerer, Hornik, and Meyer 2008; Grün and Hornik
2011
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• Eugene Jackson, “Testing for Content in an Intensive Reading Lesson,” e German Quarterly 10 (May 1937): 142-44.
• Edwin F. Menze, “e Magnetic Tape Recorder in the Elementary German Listening Program,” e German Quarterly 28

(November 1955): 270-274.
• H. J. Meessen, “e Aural-Oral Sections at the University of Minnesota, 1944-45,” e German Quarterly 19 (January 1946):

36-41.
• C. R. Goedsche, “e Semi-Intensive Course at Northwestern,” e German Quarterly 19 (January 1946): 42-47.
• D. S. Berrett et al., “Report on Special Sections in Elementary German at IndianaUniversity,”eGermanQuarterly 19 (January

1946): 18-28.

Figure 6: Topic 64: characteristic words, five-year moving average, and representative articles.

number of doctorates awarded every year tripled. e Cold War is oen cited among the factors contributing

to the expansion of higher education generally and of graduate education in particular. In this period research

displaced teaching as the defining task of the professor. Research for scholars in the humanities was associated

with literary history and, eventually, literary criticism (Menand 2010, 64-66, 74-77).

In addition to the decline of articles on teaching and rise of articles on research, two other topics exhibit

distinctive trends (Figure 8). e first topic I associate with feminist criticism. Articles connected with this

topic appear much more frequently aer 1975. e second topic tracks the arrival of the journal New German

Critique in 1974. Words strongly associated with the topic include “social,” “bourgeois,” “political,” “class,” and

“society”. HerbertMarcuse’s “eFailure of theNewLe” numbers among the articlesmost strongly associated

with the topic. None of the words comes as a surprise to those familiar with the journal. Its publisher describes
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• Leland R. Phelps, review of e Emergence of German as a Literary Language by Eric A. Blackall, Monatshee 52 (April-May
1960): 213-14.

• Andreas Kiryakakis, review of Dictionary of Literary Biography: Volume 66: German Fiction Writers, 1885-1913 Part I: A-L by
James Hardin, German Studies Review 13 (May 1990): 331-32.

• Marianne Henn, review of Benedikte Naubert (1756-1819) and Her Relations to English Culture by Hilary Brown, e German
Quarterly 79 (Fall 2006): 532-33.

• Stephen Brockmann, review of German Literature of the 1990s and Beyond: Normalization and the Berlin Republic by Stuart
Taberner, Monatshee 98 (Summer 2006): 318-19.

• Willa Schmidt, review of German Fiction Writers, 1885-1913 by James Hardin Monatshee 85 (Spring 1993): 99-101.

Figure 7: Topic 82 characteristic words, five-year moving average, and representative articles.

the journal as having “played a significant role in introducing US readers to Frankfurt School thinkers . . .”¹⁰

All of the topics mentioned thus far appear in different proportions in the corpus. Figure 9 shows the

frequency of several topics over time on the same scale. Recall that what is being counted on the vertical axis

is the average topic share among all articles in a given year (or the average proportion of all words in a given

year associated with a given topic). If we accept for a moment the analogy between subject matter and topic,

it would mean that a year with ten articles published and a 0.1 average share for the topic associated with

language pedagogy might have two articles with half their words associated with the pedagogy topic. Or it

might be the case that for all ten articles, one tenth of their words were associated with the pedagogy topic.

¹⁰is description comes from the journal’s page on its publisher’s website (http://www.dukeupress.edu/Catalog/ViewProduct.
php?viewby=journal&productid=45622).

http://www.dukeupress.edu/Catalog/ViewProduct.php?viewby=journal&productid=45622
http://www.dukeupress.edu/Catalog/ViewProduct.php?viewby=journal&productid=45622
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Topic 25n

• Elizabeth Heineman, “Gender Identity in the Wandervogel Movement,” German Studies Review 12 (May 1989): 249-70.
• Agatha Schwartz, “Austrian Fin-de-Siècle Gender Heteroglossia: e Dialogism of Misogyny, Feminism, and Viriphobia,”

German Studies Review 28 (May 2005): 347-66.
• Maria Dobozy, “Women and Family Life in Early Modern German Literature,” Monatshee 98 (Spring 2006): 133-35.
• Meredith Lee, “Der androgyneMensch: ‘Bild’ und ‘Gestalt’ der Frau und desMannes imWerk Goethes,”eGermanQuarterly

71 (Spring 1998): 186-87.
• Ursula Mahlendorf, “Frauen und Gewalt. Interdisziplinäre Untersuchungen zu geschlechtsgebundener Gewalt in eorie und

Praxis,” Monatshee 98 (Spring 2006): 141-43.

Topic 42

• Karl Korsch, “e Crisis of Marxism,” New German Critique, no. 3 (Autumn 1974): 187-207.
• Rainer Paris, “Class Structure and Legitimatory Public Sphere: AHypothesis on theContinued Existence of Class Relationships

and the Problem of Legitimation in Transitional Societies,” New German Critique, no. 5 (Spring 1975): 149-57.
• Herbert Marcuse, “e Failure of the New Le?” New German Critique, no. 18 (Autumn 1979): 3-11.
• Paul Piccone, “Korsch in Spain,” review of Karl Korsch o el Nacimiento de una Nueva Epoca, ed. Eduardo Subirats, New German

Critique, no. 6 (Autumn 1975): 148-63.
• Paul Piccone, “From Tragedy to Farce: e Return of Critical eory,” New German Critique, no. 7 (Winter 1976): 91-104.

Figure 8: Topics 25 and 42: characteristic words, five-year moving average, and representative articles.
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Figure 9: Comparison of topic 25 (“women …”), topic 64 (“students …”), and topic 82 (“literature …”).

In either case, the average topic share is 0.1. It is also worth emphasizing that the LDA model makes use of

relative rather than absolute word frequencies. at is, a 500 word review that is 20% topic 64 is treated the

same, in certain important respects, as a 9,000 word article that is 20% topic 64, even though the number of

words and share of space in the journal are different. Infrequent topics also bring with them their own set of

concerns. As the arrival of New German Critique shows (Figure 8), the addition of a handful of articles with

distinctive features leaves its mark. With topics associated with only a few articles a year, such as the “folktales”

topic discussed below, selection bias becomes a concern. It is possible that some trends are not real in the sense

that a rapid decline might reflect a certain kind of article migrating elsewhere—perhaps to a European history

journal—rather than any decline in research on the subject in German Studies generally.

Long Nineteenth-Century Topics

Two topics that track specific areas of nineteenth century scholarship are worth mentioning as their trajectory

over the period reveals predictable rhythms of scholarly publishing.

A single topic is associated with articles on the life and works of Goethe (Figure 10). A rapid increase in

articles associated with this topic begins around 1947. is surge of articles coincides with the bicentennial

of Goethe’s birth (1749). e German Quarterly, for example, devoted the entire November 1949 issue to the





bicentennial. at the topic model reflects this as well as it does offers additional validation that it is capable

of capturing the gross features of the corpus.

goethe faust goethes wilhelm werther weimar iphigenie ottilie gretchen charlotte meisters mephisto meister
dichtung wahlverwandtschaen
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• L. M. Price, “Goethe Bibliography for 1939,” Monatshee für deutschen Unterricht 32, no. 2 (February 1940):83-88.
• Heinz Bluhm, “Goethe Bibliography for 1942 to 1944: German Non-Periodical Publications,” Monatshee 39, no. 2 (February

1947): 126-33.
• J. A. Kelly, “Goethe Bibliography for 1938,” Monatshee für deutschen Unterricht 31, no. 8 (December 1939): 400-06.
• Heinz Moenkemeyer, “Zum Verhältnis von Sorge, Furcht und Hoffnung in Goethes Faust,” e German Quarterly 32, no. 2

(March 1959): 121-32.
• Hellmut Ammerlahn, “Mignons nachgetragene Vorgeschichte und das Inzestmotiv: Zur Genese und Symbolik der

Goetheschen Geniusgestalten,” Monatshee 64, no. 1 (Spring 1972): 15-24.

Figure 10: Topic 6 characteristic words, five-year moving average, and representative articles.

Another topic identifies scholarship connected to folktales (Figure 11). With peaks around 1955 and 1990,

there is a temptation to think that interest in folktales may rise and fall in a regular cycle. Yet further reflection

yields a simpler explanation for the second rise: the anniversary of the births of Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm

(1785 and 1786 respectively). e fluctuations in the topic’s prevalence before 1970 may be due to a number of

factors. For example, the arrival of new journals publishing scholarship on twentieth-century subjects seems

likely to have contributed to the decline in the relative share of articles concerned with scholarship on folktales.
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• Maria M. Tatar, review of Breaking the Magic Spell: Radical eories of Folk and Fairy Tales by Jack Zipes, e German
Quarterly 55, no. 2 (March 1982): 231-32.

• Ruth B. Bottigheimer, review of One Fairy Story Too Many: e Brothers Grimm and eir Tales by John M. Ellis, Fairy Tales
and the Art of Subversion: e Classical Genre for Children and the Process of Civilization by Jack Zipes, e Trials and
Tribulations of Little Red Riding Hood: Versions of the Tale in Sociocultural Context by Jack Zipes, and Die Geschichte vom
Rotkäppchen: Ursprünge, Analysen, Parodien eines Märchens by Hans Ritz, e German Quarterly 58, no. 1 (Winter 1985):
144-47.

• Ruth B. Bottigheimer, “Sixteenth-Century Tale Collections and eir Use in the ‘Kinder- und Hausmärchen,’” Monatshee 82,
no. 4 (Winter 1992): 472-90.

• Ruth B. Bottigheimer, “Tale Spinners: SubmergedVoices inGrimms’ Fairy Tales,”NewGermanCritique, no. 27 (Autumn 1982):
141-50.

• Donald P. Haase, review ofe Trials and Tribulations of Little Red RidingHood: Versions of the Tale in Sociocultural Context
by Jack Zipes, Monatshee 78, no. 3 (Fall 1986): 385-86.

Figure 11: Topic 55 characteristic words, five-year moving average, and representative articles.

Topic Modeling Pitfalls

While LDA has proven an effective method for exploring very large collections of texts, it has important short-

comings, some of which are shared with other topic models. First, topics lack an interpretation apart from

the probabilistic model in use. Articles may be compared in terms of their topics—one such measurement is

called the Kullbeck-Leibler divergence—but this procedure suffers from problems familiar from the discussion

of cosine distance. Moreover, recent work has shown that automatic measures of the fit between a topic model

and a corpus (e.g., held-out likelihood) do not always align with human readers’ assessments, suggesting a

mismatch between the “topics” of topic models and topics familiar to human readers (Chang et al. 2009, 288-





96). Given this, it becomes essential that those using topic models validate the description provided by a topic

model by reference to something other than the topic model itself. Fortunately researchers familiar with the

period, documents, and writers associated with a corpus typically have the expertise to devise such checks.

An additional complication is the fact that the number of topics in a model is arbitrary. In this article, I

made use of a thirty topic fit (Figure 5) and an 100 topic fit. While many of the topics of the thirty topic fit

resemble those of the 100 topic fit, the topics are distinct. at the number of topics and the composition of the

inferred topics can vary in this manner should reinforce the idea that an individual topic has no interpretation

outside of the particular model in use. Blei and his coauthors are admirably clear on this point (Blei, Ng, and

Jordan 2003, 996n1).

LDA and other topic models also make assumptions known to be incorrect (Wallach, Mimno, and McCal-

lum 2009; Williamson et al. 2010; Blei and Lafferty 2007, 2006). For example, LDA assumes that association of

wordswith a topic does not vary over time. In other words, LDA assumes scholars are using the same collection

of words to talk about folktales in the year as in the year 2000. We know this is wrong. at LDA works as well

as it does is due to the fact that many words are used consistently over time. at is, regardless of the decade

in which the articles were written, articles about Goethe’s life will tend to use words like “Goethe” and “Faust.”

For other kinds of inquiry, especially those concerned with less conspicuous trends, changes in language use

are a significant concern. Changes in terminology in particular—for example, if writers systematically begin

using “folklore” in a context where they previously would have used “folktales”—present a potential problem

for LDA. For all these reasons, the assumptions made by topic models require close and careful reading.

   

Long nineteenth-century materials, in particular, are unusually hospitable to the use of machine reading and

probabilistic models. A staggering amount of printed material survives to the present day. Moreover, these

texts are all unencumbered by copyright in the United States. Contrast this with the disposition of twentieth-

century materials. Scholars working with printed material from the twentieth century are hamstrung by copy-

right law, unable to share text collections freely if the collections contain works published aer 1924.

For researchers in the humanities and interpretive social sciences, learning how to use and reflect critically

about models such as LDA is growing easier. Leading universities such asMIT and Stanford have announced a

number of freely accessible online courses that cover probability and computational linguistics. ese courses

https://www.coursera.org/course/pgm
https://www.coursera.org/course/nlp




discuss the bag-of-words model and probabilistic models of text collections. One such course is taught by

Andrew Ng, the third author of the original LDA paper.¹¹

is chapter made no attempt to use topic models to investigate existing accounts of the history of German

Studies. Beginning with specific hypotheses, however, oen makes for compelling research. Perhaps unsur-

prisingly, it has been computational linguists who have pioneered using topic models of journal articles to

investigate specific questions about their own discipline (Hall, Jurafsky, and Manning 2008; Hall 2008; Sim,

Smith, and Smith 2012). For example, David Hall took up an hypothesis inspired by omas Kuhn’s account

of the history of science as one punctuated by “revolutionary” changes in dominant theories. Hall began by

observing that there were widely acknowledged shis in the prominence of certain methods within compu-

tational linguistics over the past twenty years.¹² If these methodological shis represented a revolutionary

change of “paradigm” in Kuhn’s sense, then Hall anticipated that those authors writing articles associated with

an “insurgent” method would have arrived recently in the field of computational linguistics. In other words,

these authors would not be established researchers who had abandoned their prior methodology and adopted

the new one (Hall 2008, 5-6). A topic model of journal articles allowed Hall to identify significant method-

ological shis in the discipline and those authors associated with the changes. is kind of inquiry could be

adapted to any number of other disciplines, including German Studies. As this chapter has demonstrated,

there are a number of changes in method and subject matter that are visible in the journals since 1928. Future

research might investigate the participants involved in such shis.

is chapter has attempted to show that a topic model reveals disciplinary trends that would otherwise

be prohibitively time-consuming to document. Used alongside direct and collaborative reading, topic mod-

els have the potential to offer new perspectives on existing materials and novel accounts of the dynamics of

intellectual history.

¹¹e course is titled “Machine Learning” and is available at https://www.coursera.org/course/ml.
¹²e rise of statistical machine translation is a prominent example of such a shi.

https://www.coursera.org/course/ml
https://www.coursera.org/course/ml
https://www.coursera.org/course/ml
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